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Where There is Love, All Things are Possible!

B

lessed Chelas of the Flame of Freedom! I, Saint Germain, have come
this night to give Honor and Gratitude to the Goddess of Liberty! For
she loved my Cause, my Flame, and your Opportunity when no one else
would support my endeavors. She saw the Vision of what was possible for
you to achieve, even perhaps more than I myself.
Knowing of her Momentum in support of my endeavors has been the
foundation — most assuredly in the beginning — for me to spring off of,
to ignite within my own Consciousness more of the Presence of God that I
could impart to you, to look at you and know that within your own Heart
resides the Flame of God! And that if I did my job and fulfilled my Divine
Mission as was envisioned by the Goddess of Liberty, I would be able to
convey to your Heart Flame the Passion and the Love for God that would
allow you to no longer give power to any limitation in life, to embrace every
opportunity with the full gusto and enthusiasm that would propel you to
the finish line so that I might embrace you on that day of your Ascension,
giving you the full Glory of all of your striving! For indeed, as the Goddess
of Liberty supported me, so I, Saint Germain, support you!
Every erg of Energy that streams forth from my Consciousness and
the Momentum behind it exists so that you might grasp more of the God
Identity that you are! And if my endeavors somehow assist you along the
way to be more of the Presence of God where you are, then I will have felt
worthy of the support of the Goddess of Liberty that began long ago and
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continues even now. For you must realize that the Ascended and Cosmic
Beings do not even begin to support any endeavor unless they see it can
actually be achieved. This is why we are willing to assist throughout the life
cycle of a project to bring forth the fullness of the Victory. This is why we
are patient. We have the Vision of the fully completed Victory! We have
the God Identity impressing upon our Consciousness of the way in which
you, and we supporting you, can together achieve many Victories, most
especially the Golden Age!
Oh, we most realize that there are cycles and times in which you may
stumble along your way. But those stumbles are not failures! The only
failure is if you give up, if you lose your Love for God. For where there is
Love, there is Opportunity! And where Opportunity exists, ultimately,
the Victory will be known.
O blessed hearts, how I wish that I could impart to you the Passion
that I have for God! Perhaps you have already experienced it in and of
yourself. However, it takes that type of Passion to fuel the very motives,
the ideals, the consciousness that your own Heart Flame will fuel, for they
work together hand in hand.
Yes, the Heart Flame, through Illumination, imparts to you the Mind
of God. But, if there is not a willingness to receive that Illumination into the
vehicles that you wear, you will not be filled sufficiently with enough of the
Consciousness of God; and therefore, any amount of assistance, externally,
will fail! For the Will of God fuels the Mind of God to take hold of all of
your endeavors. And at the foundation of all that is present within the Will
of God and Illumination’s Flame is an intense God Love that desires to see to
the very Pinnacle of Achievement all that your Presence in its infinite Love
has imparted to your Heart Flame and which it wishes to achieve for you!
O blessed ones, many of you think in terms of your own personal loves,
one with the other, as being the most beautiful experience that you could
aspire to in life. Those loves are most precious and should be protected,
most assuredly. But an even greater Love is present for you to participate
in. It is the Love of your God Presence loving your vehicles of consciousness
so fully and completely that the very cells cry out to be nourished by that
Love, to be freed by that Love, and to be given the Momentum of that
Love wrapped round about you as a sealing of the Temple of your own
God Presence in that rarefied atmosphere that only is present when you
live and move within a Pillar of Love.
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I speak of this because there are those who never reach this exaltation
in the Love of God and think that all there is is an earthly love to fill them;
and therefore, they cease to strive to reach a greater Love, settling for what
the world serves up as the highest love!
Oh, surely there are those pockets of lifestreams across the Earth who
truly know that it is the Love of God that far surpasses any other love!
But until you have experienced it, ingested it into your consciousness, had
it poured into your emotional body, had it become a momentum of God
Desire to be more of God, you cannot really be sure that you know what
is the LOVE of the Presence of God!
So I entreat you to enter into the Flame! Let your God Presence fill
you with all of the desiring for Love until you finally register the glorious
experience that is the foundation of the birth of worlds, of the high ideals,
and of the Perfection of God. When you understand this within your own
lifestream, there will be the trumpet call that announces to you: “Begin!
Now that you know the Love of God, you are ready to commence!” Your
first question will be: “But, O God, what will I be commencing?”
Then the glorious journey of your life takes on a figure-eight flow of the
Consciousness of God entreating you, releasing into your consciousness
certain engrams firing as God Direction. And perhaps the initial direction
has nothing to do at all with the finality and completion of the Mission!
But it commences the process of teaching you how to commune with the
Mind of God, how to set up the receptivity of your outer vehicles so that
when you are headed down the wrong pathway and your Presence alerts
you, you will know if and when it is time to change direction.
In so many subtle ways your Presence has already been in the process of
training you. But once that trumpet call is given, it signals a new awareness
within you, and you begin to have a greater appreciation for the closeness
of your God Presence. You know immediately when you are about to shift
your vibration out of that rarefied atmosphere that allows for that closeness.
And therefore, you begin to guard the activities of your life — where you
go, what you say, what you think, what you do. Knowing full well because
of hard-won experience — the testing of the waters of life, the earth body,
the fire body — you begin to absorb into each vehicle of consciousness in
each plane that pinpoint awareness that is the alignment with the Heart
of God that allows you to stand on your own foundation of God Love.
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And then, when a Cosmic Being such as the Goddess of Liberty addresses
you, on the instant those vehicles of consciousness are at attention and in
attunement with her Heart Flame, just as my Flame is in attunement with
the Goddess of Liberty, just as your Flame from time to time can be in
attunement with my Flame. For we both stand on the firm foundation of
God Love, loving God beyond all measure and desiring the flourishing of
that God Love at every turn.
And where you come in contact with those who haven’t a clue as to this
Presence of God or the magnitude of God Love that you may speak of, you
will know — just as I have taught you — how to be patient, how to extend
the Comfort Flame, how to give just enough and not too much so that each
one can have their own experience. For the Presence of God may be realized
somewhat differently in each lifestream, as all have a unique Individuality.
And thus, what one may experience in one way will not register the same
to another. And so you will wonder at the Glories of God and how each one
receives the blessed Wisdom and Love of the Mighty I AM Presence. All the
while, you are holding the Vision of Perfection for each lifestream to truly
know the Purity of their own God Presence, to have the lens of perception
washed clean in the Love of God as the Flame of Transmutation — the
Violet Flame that is purifying the mind, the emotional body, the physical
body, the memory body — so that as quickly as those records of the past
return to be poured into those outer vehicles, the Violet Flame and the
Love of God will repolarize not only the records but the charge of energy
associated with them — shifting, changing, and ultimately consuming all
that is unseemly that has gone on in the past.
For, each one who has truly adhered to the understanding of the
teachings that I have brought forth will know that to invoke the Violet
Flame, to invoke the Ruby Ray, to invoke the Love of God makes all
things possible! For you can prepare your chalice to be that crystalline
clarity that radiates the Divine Attributes of your Mighty I AM Presence
through your vehicles of consciousness, painting upon the lens of your
vision that which the Presence desires to impart to your emotional body,
to your physical body, and to all of the respective subplanes of each so that
there can be drawn together momentums of that God Identity that you
will bring forth.
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This is how those great artists of old whose creations you revere first
drew forth their masterpieces. Perhaps there still remained untransmuted
areas in their lives such that when you would look at the whole of their life
and consider how could such a one as this ever have had any clarity, any
godly momentum sufficient to strike the right chord or impart the Beauty
of God in the lines, in the color that would resonate on the highest levels
of vibration for all to drink in?
It is because, blessed hearts, the Mighty I AM Presence is patient,
understanding that the whole of your life may not yet be exhibiting the
full Perfection of God; but still, it does not limit what you can begin to
achieve. Do not think that you must wait until you are wholly and completely
perfected! That may not even come about until you take your leave and
are in the Octaves of Light where you will take that final initiation, your
Ascension, having transmuted, after your transition, those darkened areas
that still require purification.
So you see, blessed hearts, you must be patient, even with these vehicles
of consciousness that you wear, until the time when you are called to step
into the Ascension Flame and you know that the final hour is come, that
the vibration of your consciousness is surely upon God, and that all is right
within your world.
Oh, how I wish I could speak directly to each lifestream upon the Earth
who desires to know God and impart to them my Love, my Momentum,
my Awareness of God in all the varied facets that make up the Shining
Jewel that is so manifold in all of its variations. But, alas, it requires even
a modicum of vibration of the level of Christhood with an open heart to
even hear my voice and my instruction.
So when I come to sit with my beloved disciples in incarnation who
know my voice, who know my Flame, who know how much I love them, I
AM blessed indeed! For my purpose is for you to know God and the Love
that I have for God that you might experience, that you might become.
Oh yes, I have learned firsthand from the greatest of Cosmic Beings
how that Love moves, acts, and takes up residence within the hearts and
minds of embodied lifestreams. Not only have I revered the Goddess of
Liberty; but, as you are most aware, throughout the ages, even before my
Ascension, I looked to Pallas Athena that she might impart her Wisdom
to me and I in turn might impart it to you.
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Let these glorious Goddesses and Mothers of Heaven embrace you!
And in the cycle and time that is deemed by your God Presence as the right
time, the right cycle, you too will be ready. For you will have performed
the necessary training of your vehicles of consciousness. You will have
loved God enough to put away those childish dreams that were only the
projected suggestions of other embodied minds that have nothing to do
with the desire that your God Presence holds for you. You will begin to
appreciate what inner strength is required for you to stand fully arrayed
with the Light, knowing that you are in the raised vibration that allows
the Christ Consciousness to direct your every move.
These, my words, are not merely for a select few upon the Earth. For
if you have learned nothing from your Christian brothers and sisters, you
should know this was the Mission of Beloved Jesus — to stand as the example
of what each Son and Daughter of God could achieve! I tell you this day:
You are in the process, blessed ones, of performing those greater works
that Jesus foretold you would do! Do you understand what that means?
When you look at the magnitude upon the Earth of all that must be
righted for a Golden Age to come forth, it does not take a great intellect to
understand that there must be the assistance from on high to achieve the
shift in consciousness and momentum toward a godly way of life, a holy
way of life, a purposeful way of life in the Christ.
And thus, you begin to work upon these vehicles that you wear, disciplining
them, honing, fashioning each nuance so that when the trumpet call sounds
and your God Presence knows that the time and the cycle is nigh for you
to respond to your high and holy calling — which you vowed to be ready
for — you will step forward and receive that glorious Light of God!
O blessed hearts, it all begins with Love! Where there is Love, all things
are possible. You cannot for one moment limit your Mighty I AM Presence.
For it is your Mighty I AM Presence that desires you to achieve all that
is good, all that is worthy, all that is loving. For when the stamp of God
Identity as Love is upon a thing, an action, a momentum, an energy, you
cannot limit where that Love will end up. For wonder of wonders, it never
ceases! It continues on! And that Love is the Eternality of the Presence
of God in all of its Glory that knits together the Body Consciousness of
The One.
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This is why you love. This is why you desire to be loved. This is why,
even as an Ascended Master, my greatest Joy is in loving you and hoping
beyond all hope that you will receive that Love, letting it blossom into the
glorious Rose and Perfume of the Love of your God Presence — ignited,
expanded, and given to God in Life! How glorious is the Love of God! And
how grateful I AM that I may pour out my Love to you!
Just think, if you were not here, who in embodiment could I love?
I would be resigned to love the impersonal aspect of God in all of Life,
which is no small matter! But I always prefer to have the God Identity of
the Incarnate One to pour out my Love to. Just as I have received the Love
of the Goddess of Liberty in her support of my Flame, I wish to pass that
Flame and that Love on to you.
Be sealed in that Love!
Revel in that Love!
Create in that Love as it connects you with the Allness of God and the
magnitude that is Love abounding for all!
I bid you a Joyous and Glorious Celebration of Love!

Saint Germain
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